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Inside your birth name hides the blueprint of your life. Unlock those secrets with this ancient system

of numerology based on Hebrew glyphs, and release your full potential! Your Soul Contract

Decoded reveals that there is an underlying plan, a carefully designed spiritual map that guides

usâ€”and then it empowers seekers to navigate their challenges, find and express their strengths,

and manifest their dreams. By revealing your karmic patterns, it enables you to access your life's

true purpose and finally achieve your soul destiny.
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Not only does this book celebrate the work of Frank Alper and his channeled Numerology of Moses

method of Soul purpose and life guidance it provides us all with an amazing tool and great depth of

knowledge in which to apply to our own lives to raise our consciousness. Nicolas Ngan, being a

direct student of Frank Alper, was the one who brought this system to the UK and together with

Ahlmeirah Ariel Hallaire developed this work to the powerful modality we have today in the form of

Soul Contract. This book describes the amazing methodology through which you can decode your

soul path or your map of life from your birth name. It presents the interrelated topics of the Law of

Opposites, Karma, Consciousness, dimensions of existence and many more. The book also

delivers the details of the origins of the system, bringing together many congruent strands of

knowledge to us spiritual seekers. It was obviously written from a heart centred approach to share

this system to the world. If you want to get back on track with your life purpose then I recommend

this book. You will discover more about you and your purpose on a journey to a fulfilling and happy



life.

Very good concept. Like the message and philosophy. Book is not well structured, when you

actually try and do an interpertation ther eis a lot of jumping around and no page numbers.

This system of numerology purports to give information about the querent's life purpose.I found it

very interesting but one needs to translate the full name into Hebrew letterswhich might be difficult

without the software.

I purchased this book several months ago and have had an extremely difficult time getting through

it. Basic comprehensible sentence structure is lacking, consequently the ideas that are being

promoted are lost. To me, anyway. And I had such high hopes for this book. I'm not a novice in this

area; I've decoded many different esoteric processes. But this one, so far, is lost on me.

I ordered the Kindle addition of this book. i was very disappointed to find that when you come to the

graphs they are too fine to read in the kindle. With out the graphs it is almost useless to even bother

to read.

I'm a novice in numerology, but the information provided in this book is useful enough to prepare a

chart and attempt an interpretation. I have the kindle version and books like these with information

that needs to be cross-referenced are a bit tricky to read through, but I found it well organised and

could navigate easily by using the table of contents. I must say, though, that I'm reading the book on

the desktop. I don't think it would be easy to read it on the kindle device. Books with maps and

tables do not read well on Kindle.Am now studying carefully through it and the chart is making all

the more sense. Using the free software application so generously provided on the author's website

helped me confirm that I have done the calculations correctly and now as I read through the

meaning of the letters, more interpretations are unfolding. It needs an organised mind to bring the

information together and an open mind to allow the big picture to develop. All in all, I found this book

very helpful.

Bring your life into a deeper understanding of your strengths and weaknesses. Soul Contract

reveals The deepest truth at the core of our being of what we are meant to be,do and have. (Our life

mission) It clearly helps us remember how manifest it in our life. To connect to our higher self



experience true fulfillment in peace and dissolve the limitations of the ego. It brings meaning and

understanding to all of the stress and chaos of our life and explains the real reason "WHY" we are

creating our reality the way we are.Once we understand the symbols and numbers and how they

relate to us in our life and what they are teaching us, we can flow and align with them and learn how

to work with them, rather than oppose them. We can easily engage or karmic aspects more easily

because we are aligned with the strengths and gifts we previously were unaware of or had fully

activated.I plan to integrate this into my coaching work and help myself and my clients awaken to

our purpose and full potential.

The book is easy to read, but the electronic format is not most comfortable for me. I wish I would

have a hard copy.What is interesting is the way I calculated my name came out different from the

site calculation. My name is originally written in Hebrew so I did not need to decipher anything. I am

not sure why the results are different. In any case I connect to my results a lot. And will probably

need to read and re-read again to absorb. It gives me some good direction and info but I still do not

have enough. Perhaps it is a start. I will keep coming back to this book and will update my review in

a while.In any case it is a good read and very insightful. I wish I could print some of the pages as it

is not comfortable for me to look at electronic format and to browse through pages to the ones I

want.
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